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To all, whon, it naily concern.
Beit known that I, FRED E. HALL, a citizen
of the United States, residing at Philadelphia,
county of Philadelphia, and State of Pennsyl
vania, have invented a new and useful Im

provement in Thread-Packages, of which the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip
tion, reference being had to the accompany
ing drawings, which form a part of this speci
fication.
The object of my invention is to provide a

simple and effective device for holding links
or skeins of thread which will protect the con
tents from becoming snarled or tangled and
which will permit the same to beneatly packed
and readily exhibited or examined and which
when utilized will allow the ready removal of
one or more threads of the skein without dis
arranging the remaining contents.
It further consists in the formation of a
thread-package in which a large number of
skeins, say of silk, may be placed and securely
held in separated compartments and yet the
whole package be capable of being folded
into a small compass for carrying from place
to place or when not in use. To that end
essentially I form a package having separated
compartments so connected together as to be
capable of being folded one upon the other,
So as to fold into a small compass, the skeins
being placed in these pockets and a band run
through the loops of all the packages, so that
it forms a bearing for the thread at the loop
portion. This band further has a bearing
35 upon the package, so that the package is held
securely together and may be drawn into the
shape desired. In the preferred form of em
bodiment of my invention I either so connect
the pockets by this band that the series of
40 pockets may be opened and closed like a fan
or the band is connected to a fixed bracket
and the pockets to a movable bracket, so that
they may be opened and closed like an um
brella. However, I desire it understood that
45 while I will describe these two forms in the
specification and have illustrated them in the
accompanying drawings I do not intend to
limit myself to these particular forms, except
as they may be specifically claimed.
I will first describe the embodiment of my
invention illustrated in the accompanying

drawings and then point out the invention in

the claims.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
view of one form of embodiment of my inven 55

tion. Fig. 2 is a section on the line acac, Fig.
1. Fig. 3 is a plan view of another form of
embodiment of my invention. Fig. 4 is a

sectional view, on the line U U of Fig. 3, of
in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a detail view on line / y of
Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a perspective view of either
the package of Fig. 1 or Eig. 3, with securing
block of type used in the construction shown
in Fig. 3. Fig. 7 is a perspective view show
sing a different mode for holding the skein.
A is a blank bent upon itself to form a se
ries of folds C. To the ends of this blank are
secured the stays or blocks B, which, as shown
in Fig. 1, extend beyond the paper blank and
the frame used with the construction shown

are provided with orifices or eyes b. C rep
resents a second blank bent to conform to the
blank A and having its ends secured to the
blocks or stays B and overlying the folds of
the blank A. Between the blanks A and C
is placed the thread, as shown at D, Fig. 2,
so that the loop ends project beyond the
blanks, as may be seen in Fig. 1. The blanks
A and C are secured together at the apexes
c of the folds either by sewing or by gluing
or in any manner desired. Lastly, a band of
flexible material D" is passed through the pro
jecting loops of the thread and through the
orifices or eyes b of the block or stay B, thus
securing the whole together loosely. The
skeins have a bearing on the band D'. The
whole may be folded as a fan is folded, and
a large number of pockets are formed which
may be folded into a small compass. It is
not necessary that the blank C shall extend
entirely from the upper to the lower part of
the blank A. The thread should preferably
be placed in the fold of blank Abefore blank
C is secured thereto, as otherwise it would be
necessary to use a wire or the like to place
the skein or thread in the pocket.
In Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 I show a form in
which the principle of the umbrella is used.
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With this construction as shown I use four

blank-sections EFG H, each formed of blanks
similar to A and C, Figs. 1 and 2, each hav

ing at its end a stiffening piece or block B,
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the blanks being secured to the blocks, as in
Fig. 2, the end of each blank-section overlap
ping its own block, and the contiguous blank
Sections lie side by side between the blocks.
The blocks B in pairs are secured together by
means of the arms I, having the bifurcated
Outer end i, which incloses a pair of blocks,

and a pin passes through the bifurcated

end and the two blocks B. The inner ends

of arms I are pivotally connected to a bracket
K, loosely mounted on standard le. The up
per ends of the blocks B are provided with
eyes or Orifices b, as in the former construc
tion. Lisa cap having a hollow barrell and
projecting lugs l, provided with orifices l'.
This cap is secured to the top of standard k,
and the lugs lbent so that the orifices l come
in a linement with the orifices or eyes in the

blocks B. The skeins are placed in the pockets

formed between the blanks A and C of each

25

Section E, F, G, and H and a flexible band
D run through the loops of the skein, the ori
fices l', and the orifices or eyes b. Thus the
whole is loosely connected together and may
be opened out or closed like an umbrella and
contains securely a large amount of thread
skein reduced to a small compass.
The upper and lower blank of the sections

E, F, G, and H can each be made in one piece,
having at the points where they are shown
the blocks B, one block corresponding to each

35
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Section being sufficient in this.
If desired, and in order to facilitate the re
placement of thread in one pocket without
displacing the whole package, the thread of

each pocket may be supported by the band
D' through the medium of separate contact
ing bands, each of which passes through the
loop of the thread in a pocket and around the
band. This is shown in Fig. 7, in which the
connecting-bands are lettered W. To re
place the thread of one of the pockets, all that
is necessary is to disconnect its connecting
band, place the new thread in the pocket, and
again connect this band. All of this may be
done without affecting the threads of any of
the other pockets or the band D'.
Having now fully described my invention,
what I claim, and desire to protect by Letters
Patent, is
1. A thread-package formed of a plurality
of pockets containing looped end threads, and
a band passing through the loops forming a
bearing for the thread, and the band having
itself a bearing upon the package, a stand
ard, a movable bracket on said standard, ex
tension-arms connecting said bracket and the
package, a fixed bracket on said standard, the
band being connected with said fixed bracket.
2. A thread-package formed of a plurality
of pockets containing the looped end threads,
and a band passing through the loops forming
a bearing for the thread and passing through
Orifices in the package, a standard, a movable
bracket on said standard, extension-arms con
necting said bracket and the package, a fixed

bracket on said standard the band being con
nected with said fixed bracket.
3. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves, a second

blank of corresponding shape and correspond
ingly bent overlying the first blank, blocks
at the ends of said blanks to which said blanks
are secured the thread being adapted to rest
in the pockets formed between the blanks and
the flexible band passing through the loops
of the thread and having a bearing on said
blocks.
4. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves, a second
blank of corresponding shape and correspond
ingly bent overlying the first blank, blocks
at the ends of said blanks to which said blanks
are secured there being orifices in said blocks,
the thread being adapted to rest in the pock
ets formed between the blanks, and a flexible
band passing through the loops of the thread
and through the orifices in the blocks.
5. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves, a second
blank of corresponding shape and correspond
ingly bent overlying the first blank, the two
blanks being secured together at the apexes
of the folds, blocks at the ends of said blanks
to which said blanks are secured, the threads
being adapted to rest in the pockets formed
between the blanks and the flexible band
passing through the loops of the thread and
having a bearing on said blocks.
6. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves, a second
blank of corresponding shape and correspond
ingly bent overlying the first blank, the two
blanks being secured together at the apexes
of the folds, blocks at the ends of said blanks
to which said blanks are secured, there being
orifices in said blanks, the thread being adapt
ed to rest in the pocketsformed by the blanks,
and a flexible ribbon passing through the
loops of the thread and the orifices in the
blocks.
7. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves and divided
into sections by blocks, a second blank of cor
responding shape and correspondingly bent
overlying the first blank, both blanks being
secured to the blocks, a standard, a bracket
movable upon said standard, arms pivotally
secured to said bracket, the outer ends of said
arms being pivotally secured to contiguous
blocks, a cap secured at or about the top of
said standard, said cap provided with orifices
equal in number and corresponding to the
blocks, the thread being adapted to rest in
the pockets formed between the pairs of
blocks, and a flexible band having a bearing
on the blocks and passing through the orifices

in the cap and through the loops of the thread.
8. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves and divided
into sections by blocks, a second blank of cor
responding shape and correspondingly bent
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overlying the first blank, the blanks being
secured together at the apexes of the folds
and to the blocks, a standard, a bracket mov
able upon said standard, arms pivotally se
cured to said bracket, a cap secured at or
about the top of said standard, said cap pro
vided with orifices equal in number and cor
responding to the blocks, the thread being
adapted to rest in the pocketsformed between
the pairs of blocks, and a flexible band having
a bearing on the blocks and passing through
the orifices in the cap and through the loops
of the thread.
9. A thread-package consisting essentially
of a blank provided with grooves and divided
into sections by blocks, a second blank of cor
responding shape and correspondingly bent
overlying the first blank, both blanks being
secured to the blocks, there being orifices in
said blocks, a standard, a bracket movable
upon said standard, arms pivotally secured
to said bracket, the outer-ends of said arms
being pivotally secured to contiguous blocks,
a cap secured at or about the top of said
standard, said cap provided with orifices
equal in number and corresponding to the
orifices in the blocks the thread being adapted
to rest in the pockets formed between the
pairs of blanks, and a flexible band passing
through the loops of the thread, through the
orifices in the blocks and the orifices in the
Ca).

3.

blanks at one end thereof, thread in the com
partments provided with loops which project
beyond the compartments at that end of the
blanks beyond which the blocks project and o
the opposite ends whereof project from the
other end of said compartments and lie upon
the face of the folds of the larger blank, the
projecting ends of the blocks being adapted
to be brought together, and a flexible band 75
passing through the said loops and having a
bearing on said blocks.
12. A thread-package consisting of two cor
respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being
folded alternately to the right and left, one
blank being shorter than the other and adapt
ed to overlie and fit upon the other blank, the
two blanks being secured together at the apex
of the folds whereby compartments areformed
approximately equal in number to the folds of 85
each blank, blocks at the ends to which the
two endfolds of each blank are secured, thread
in the compartments which project beyond
the compartments at one end thereof and lie
upon the face of the folds of the larger blank
and provided with loops at the other end of
the banks, the blocks at that end of the blanks
at which the loops of the threads are located
being adapted to be brought toward each
other, and a flexible band passing through the 95
said loops and having a bearing on said blocks.
13. A thread-package consisting of two cor
respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being
folded alternately to the right and left, one IOC
blank being adapted to overlie and fit upon
the other blank, the two blanks being secured
together at the apex of the folds whereby com
partments are formed approximately equal in

10. A thread-package consisting of two cor
respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being
35 folded alternately to the right and left, one
blank being shorter than the other and adapt
ed to overlie and fit upon the other blank,
number to the folds of each blank, blocks at
the two blanks being secured together at the the
ends to which the two end folds of each. IC5
apex of the folds whereby compartments are
formed approximately equal in number to the blank are secured, the blocks projecting be
folds of each blank, blocks at the ends to yond the blanks at one end thereof, thread in
which the two end folds of each blank are the compartments provided with loops which
secured, the blocks projecting beyond the project beyond the compartments at that end O
blanks at one end thereof, thread in the com of the blanks beyond which the blocks project
partments provided with loops which project and the opposite ends of which project from
beyond the compartments at that end of the the other end of said compartments, the pro
blanks beyond which the blocks project and jecting ends of the blocks being adapted to be
the opposite ends whereof project from the brought together, and a flexible band passing
other end of said compartments and lie upon through the said loops and having a bearing I 15
said blocks.
the face of the folds of the larger blank, ori on14.
A thread-package consisting of two cor
fices in the projecting ends of the blocks, the
projecting ends of the blocks being adapted respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being
to be brought toward each other, and a flexi folded alternately to the right and left, one
ble band passed through the orifice in the blank being adapted to overlie and fit upon
the other blank, the two blanks being secured
blocks and the loops of the threads.
11. A thread-package consisting of two cor together at the apex of the folds whereby com
respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being partments are formed approximately equal in
number to the folds of each blank, blocks at
folded alternately to the right and left, one the
ends to which the two end folds of each I 25
blank being shorter than the other and adapt
blankare secured, thread in the compartments
ed to overlie and fit upon the other blank, the which
project beyond the compartments at
two blanks being secured together at the
apex of the folds whereby compartments are one end, and provided with loops at the other
formed approximately equal in number to the end of the blanks; the blocks at that end of
folds of each blank, blocks at the ends to the blanks at which the loops of the threads
which the two end folds of each blank are are located being adapted to be brought to
secured, the blocks projecting beyond the ward each other, and a flexible band passing
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through the said loops and having a bearing
on said blocks.
15. A thread-package consisting of two cor
respondingly-folded blanks, each blank being
folded alternately to the right and left, one
blank being adapted to overlie and fit upon
the other blank, the two blanks being secured
together at the apex of the folds whereby com
partments are formed approximately equal in
O number to the folds of each blank, thread in
the compartments which project beyond the
compartments at one end, and provided with

loops at the other end, of the blanks; the ends
of the several compartments at which the
loops of the threads are located being adapted I5
to be brought toward each other, and a flexi
ble band passing through the said loops.
In testimony of which invention I have
hereunto set my hand.

Witnesses:
M. F. ELLIS,

FRED E. HALL.

FRANK. S. BUSSER.

